A popular strategy (EMMAX) for genome wide association (GWA) analysis fits all marker 18 effects as classical random effects (i.e., Gaussian prior) by which association for the specific 19 marker of interest is inferred by treating its effect as fixed. It seems more statistically coherent to 20 specify all markers as sharing the same prior distribution, whether it is Gaussian, heavy-tailed 21 (BayesA), or has variable selection specifications based on a mixture of, say, two Gaussian 22 SUMMARY 37 Genome wide association (GWA) analyses strategies have been improved by 38 simultaneously fitting all marker effects when inferring upon any single marker effect, with the 39 most popular distributional assumption being normality. Using data generated from 43,266 40 genotypes on 922 Duroc-Pietrain F2 cross pigs, we demonstrate that GWA studies could 41 particularly benefit from more flexible heavy-tailed or variable selection distributional 42 assumptions. Furthermore, these associations should not just be based on single markers or even 43 genomic windows of markers of fixed physical distances (0.5 -3.0 Mb) but based on adaptively 44 determined genomic windows using linkage disequilibrium information. 45 
distributions (SSVS). Furthermore, all such GWA inference should be formally based on 23 posterior probabilities or test statistics as we present here, rather than merely being based on 24 point estimates. We compared these three broad categories of priors within a simulation study 25 to investigate the effects of different degrees of skewness for quantitative trait loci (QTL) effects 26 and numbers of QTL using 43,266 SNP marker genotypes from 922 Duroc-Pietrain F2 cross 27 pigs. Genomic regions were based either on single SNP associations, on non-overlapping 28 windows of various fixed sizes (0.5 to 3 Mb) or on adaptively determined windows that cluster 29 the genome into blocks based on linkage disequilibrium (LD). We found that SSVS and BayesA 30 lead to the best receiver operating curve properties in almost all cases. We also evaluated 31 approximate marginal a posteriori (MAP) approaches to BayesA and SSVS as potential 32 computationally feasible alternatives; however, MAP inferences were not promising, particularly 33 due to their sensitivity to starting values. We determined that it is advantageous to use variable 34 selection specifications based on adaptively constructed genomic window lengths for GWA 35 studies. 36 INTRODUCTION 46 Recent developments in genotyping technology have made single nucleotide 47 polymorphism (SNP) genotype marker panels, based on thousands, and now millions, of 48 markers, available for many livestock species (Wiggans et al. 2013; Kemper et al. 2015) . 49 Genome wide association (GWA) analyses have been increasingly used to help pinpoint regions 50 containing potential causal variants or quantitative trait loci (QTL) for economically important 51 phenotypes based on fitting SNP markers as covariates. An increasingly popular inferential 52 approach for GWA is based on fitting phenotypes as a joint linear function of all markers using 53 mixed-model procedures such as those invoked in the popular EMMAX procedure (Kang et al. 54 2010) and other similar procedures (Lippert et al. 2011; Zhou and Stephens 2012) . Jointly 55 accounting for all SNP effects when inferring upon a specific SNP marker of interest generally 56 improves precision and power while also accounting for potential population structure (Kang et 57 al. 2008) . 58 Now GWA inferences in EMMAX and related procedures are based on treating the 59 effect of the SNP marker of interest as fixed with all other marker effects as normally distributed 60 random effects, noting that this process is repeated in turn for every single marker. These "fixed 61 effects" hypothesis tests are based on generalized least squares (GLS) inference, with P-values 62 being subsequently adjusted for the total number of markers or tests. Goddard et al. (2016) have 63 recently pointed out the paradox with of treating markers as fixed for inference but then 64 otherwise as random to account for population structure for inference on association with other 65 markers. Random effects modeling with all SNP effects treated as random, including the one of 66 4 inferential interest, is synonymous with shrinkage based inference. Shrinkage or posterior 67 inference has been demonstrated to facilitate reliable inference without any formal requirements 68 for multiple comparison adjustments (Gelman et al. 2012 ). However, with SNP markers treated 69 as identically and independently distributed variables from a Gaussian distribution, the resulting 70 shrinkage from random effects modeling can be too "hard", particularly with greater marker 71 densities (Hayes 2013 ). Subsequently, this random effects test has been deemed to be far too 72 conservative in various applications, as further demonstrated by Gualdron Duarte et al. (2014) . 73 Prior specifications that are sparser than Gaussian may be more important for GWA since 74 they more likely better characterize the true genetic architecture of most traits relative to 75 Gaussian priors (de Los Campos et al. 2013 ). Sparser specifications have already been 76 popularized in whole genome prediction (WGP), such as the Student t distribution used in 77 BayesA (Meuwissen et al. 2001 ) and stochastic search and variable selection or SSVS (George 78 and McCulloch 1993; Verbyla et al. 2009 ). Both specifications generally lead to far less 79 shrinkage of large effects yet greater shrinkage of small effects compared to a Gaussian prior. In 80 particular, the use of variable selection procedures facilitate the determination of posterior 81 probabilities of association (PPA), whose control may be far more effective in maximizing both 82 sensitivity and specificity of GWA (Fernando et al. 2014 ) compared to frequentist based 83 inferences which require adjustments for multiple testing such as with EMMAX. Another 84 common inferential strategy in GWA is to report the percent of variance explained by a marker 85 or marker region (Fernando and Garrick 2013 Tempelman (2015) , the latter adapting the average information restricted maximum likelihood 95 5 (AIREML) algorithm for estimating hyperparameters in BayesA and SSVS specifications. 96 These MAP implementations should also be assessed for their efficacy in GWA studies. 97 A pragmatic first objective in GWA is to pinpoint narrow genomic regions containing 98 QTL rather than to specifically identify the QTL themselves, even though the latter is the 99 ultimate goal. That is, a large number of SNP markers in a region surrounding a typically 100 untyped QTL might be in high linkage disequilibrium (LD) with the QTL and with each other, 101 thereby thwarting precise inference on the causal QTL. Different GWA methods may differ in 102 the number of SNP markers inferred to have an association within a genomic region with, for 103 example, EMMAX tending to draw associations with more SNP markers in LD with a QTL 104 compared to use of SSVS (Guan and Stephens 2011; Goddard et al. 2016) . 105 Increasingly, more GWA studies are based on inferences involving joint tests on all of 106 the SNP markers within a narrow genomic region, recognizing that single SNP marker 107 associations may be fraught by low statistical power or problems with multicollinearity or both 108 (Fernando et al., 2014) . Some GWA studies have been based on using several arbitrary window 109 sizes based on either non-overlapping ( We had three primary objectives in this study. One was to examine the potential benefits 126 of using sparser priors (i.e., BayesA and SSVS) relative to classical (i.e., based on normality) 127 random effects specifications and strategies for GWA under a wide range of simulated 128 architectures. A second objective was to assess whether the choice of different fixed genomic 129 window sizes (specifically 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 Mb), versus adaptively inferred window sizes based Here y is a n x 1 vector of phenotypes, X is a known n x p incidence matrix connecting y to the 142 p x 1 vector of unknown fixed effects β , Z is a known n x m matrix of genotypes connecting y to 143 the m x 1 vector of unknown random SNP marker effects g, and e is the random error vector. 144 We also assume throughout that . 146 The prior specification on these diagonal elements is used to distinguish each of the competing 147 models as described later. 
[6] 179 As we explain later, we arbitrarily specify   as known (   =2.5), although conceptually it could 180 also be estimated (Yang et al. 2015) . We assume throughout that   1 p  β as   p β is typically 181 diffuse, although extensions to more informative specifications should be obvious. Furthermore, 182 for all analyses in this paper, we specify Gelman's non-informative prior (Gelman 2006 The MCMC sampling strategies that we use here for BayesA are similar to those 198 provided in Yang and Tempelman (2012) and Yang et al. (2015) . However, since our 199 parameterization is slightly different, we present the full conditional densities of interest for 200 implementing BayesA in Supplementary File S1. For similar reasons, we also provide the full 201 conditional densities for SSVS in Supplementary File S1 as even our model differs from the For windows-based inference, four alternative fixed window sizes were chosen: 0.5, 1, 2, . 455 The relative performance of all methods and models were based on receiver operating 456 characteristic (ROC) curves. In a ROC curve, the true positive rate (TPR) is plotted against the 457 false positive rate (FPR) for each competing method (Metz 1978) . We were more specifically were separated using Tukey's test whereas comparisons between methods were sliced out using 473 ANOVA t-tests for each value of nqtl or  if the corresponding interaction between these factors 474 with methods were significant (P<0.05). We are also conjecture that window size might actually 475 influence of the power of detecting QTL using the same method; therefore, we conducted 
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Simulation Study 494 Overall mean comparisons between methods for pAUC05 based on single SNP 495 inferences are provided in Table 1 , noting that two-way interactions were not detected (P > 0.05) 496 between methods with or with nqtl. There was no evidence of a sizeable difference between any 497 of the methods given that pAUC05 ranged from 2.52 to 2.77 times that for a random classifier, 498 although MCMC-BayesA ranked lowest. 499 For fixed 1Mb window sizes (Table 2) , the two-way interactions between method and 500 and between method and nqtl were both significant (P < 0.0001). Therefore, methods were Table 3 highlights the comparisons between the various methods using the adaptive 508 window sizes inferred by BALD. Here, the two-way interaction between method and nqtl was 509 important (P < 0.05) whereas the two-way interaction between method and was not; hence, we 510 just compared different methods within each different value of nqtl . As with the 1Mb window 511 inferences, MCMC-SSVS and MCMC-BayesA had the highest pAUC05, followed by EMMAX 512 within each different value of nqtl such that these same rankings were found overall as well. 513 Again, we found that MAP-SSVS, MAP-BayesA, and RRBLUP had lower pAUC05 compared 514 to a random classifier except for MAP-SSVS when nqtl = 30. 515 We were also interested in pAUC05 comparisons between different window length 516 specifications. Recognizing that the interaction between method and window length was For windows-based inference, we focused on the adaptively chosen window strategy 548 based on LD using BALD (Figure 3 ). For EMMAX, the most significant window (P = 9.36e-08) 549 ranged from 134.17Mb to 134.75Mb on Chromosome 6. Although this region did not contain 550 any markers that were statistically significant based on single SNP based inferences, it was very 551 close to a marker (SNP label ASGA0029653) at 134.14Mb that was deemed to be statistically 552 significant in Figure 2 . Four other windows on Chromosome 6 were also significant, covering Values not sharing the same letter within a row have different (P <0.05) relative pAUC05 within the row. 937 * indicates the corresponding method is not better than a random classifier. Mean estimates based on 10 938 replicates per each of 9 populations of 3 x 3 factorial on number (30, 100, or 300) of quantitative trait loci 939 (QTL), and shape parameter (0.18,1.48, or 3.00) for Gamma distribution of QTL effects. 940 941 36 Values not sharing the same letter within a column have different (P <0.05) relative pAUC05 within the 959 column. * indicates the corresponding method is not better than a random classifier. Mean estimates based 960 on 10 replicates per each of 9 populations of 3 x 3 x 5 factorials on number (30, 100, or 300) of quantitative 961 trait loci (QTL), shape parameter (0.18,1.48, or 3.00) for Gamma distribution of QTL effects, and genomic 962 region size (single SNP, 0.5Mb, 1Mb, 2Mb, 3Mb or adaptively determined) for genome wide association. 
